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The aim of this paper is to construct a regularization of a gap function solution
to a quasivariational inequality problem. The regularization may happen for
example, by means of Toland's and Singer's duality theory for d.c. functions and
lead to an everywhere finite and smooth dual gap function. The corresponding
Frechet derivative of the dual gap function is calculable from the data of theÂ
quasivariational inequality problem. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
By means of a favorable gap function solution to variational inequalities
and complementarity problems, one may derive practicable solution meth-
w xods and numerical algorithms; see, for instance, Noor et al. 22 , Fukushima
w x w xand Pang 10 , and Luo and Tseng 17 . If in a variational inequality
problem the convex set does depend upon the solution, then the varia-
tional inequality is called a quasivariational inequality. Here the difficulty
is that one must solve a family of variational inequalities and a fixed point
problem at the same time. For applications to and mathematical formula-
w xtions for quasivariational inequalities, see Baiocchi and Capelo 3 and
w x w xGiannessi and Maugeri 12 ; see 12 also for the use of gap functions to
solve quasivariational inequalities.
The aim of the paper is to define and investigate suitable gap functions
Ž w x.to solve quasivariational inequalities compare 11 . In this connection,
computable and differentiable gap functions are wanted. The usual gap
function approach to a quasivariational inequality problem requires a
regularization for its application. Generally, such a gap function is a
nonconvex and nonsmooth function.
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By certain convexity assumptions one can observe various duality results
w x w xof variational inequalities; see Mosco 18 , Auchmuty 2 , and Chen et al.
w x w x5 . Mosco 18 indeed associates a dual inequality to a given variational
w xinequality. Chen et al. 5 show further how the associated gap functions
for the primal and the dual are related by dual Fenchel optimization
problems. Our duality is meant in a different way and is similar but not
w xequal to the view of duality of Auchmuty 2 and, further, Larsson and
w xPatriksson 16 . These authors develop a primal and a dual gap function
based on a Lagrange function. They obtain a saddle point characterization
of a solution to the variational inequality by means of the Lagrange
w xduality. In contrast, we use the duality theory of Toland and Singer 25]27
for d.c. functions.
As a method for the regularization of gap functions one can use the
w xregularization of convex functions; see Barbu and Precupanu 4, 2.2.4 .
w xThis method is used by Fukushima 9 for variational inequality problems
and is also applicable to quasivariational inequalities for a partial regular-
ization. For general quasivariational inequalities and variational inequali-
ties of mixed type this regularization is not applicable. One can use the
w xauxiliary principle technique of Noor 21, 22 to find equivalent differen-
tiable optimization problems for such problems.
If the operator T from the quasivariational inequality is a convex and
closed multifunction, then we may obtain a smooth dual gap function by
means of the duality theory of Toland and Singer. It is well known that the
duality theory of Toland and Singer for d.c. functions possesses a regular-
w x w xization effect; compare, for example, Hiriart-Urruty 15 and Dietrich 7 .
This effect is based on the fact that a uniformly convex function possesses
a Frechet differentiable conjugate function in reflexive Banach spaces;Â
w xsee 28 .
² :Let X be a Hilbert space and X* its dual; we denote by ? , ? the
Ž .duality product between X and X* and by ?, ? the scalar product of X.
ŽMoreover L: X “ X* is the duality mapping i.e., here the canonical
.isomorphism , and we recall that
² :L x , y s x , y ; x , y g X .Ž .
Furthermore, let K : X § X and T : X § X* be two convex and closed
multifunctions associated with the quasivariational inequality.
All the previous assumptions are adopted in the remainder of the paper.
Ž .We summarize them as assumption H .
Consider in this paper a general quasivariational inequality problem of
the form
² :Find x g K x and x* g Tx : x*, z y x G 0 ;z g K x . 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Let F ; X be the fixed point set of the multifunction K ; then by H itK
follows that F is a convex and closed set. We say that a function h:K
w . Ž . Ž .F = X* “ 0, q‘ is a gap or a merit function for the problem 1.1 ,K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .provided that x g K x and x* g T x satisfy 1.1 if and only if h x, x*
s 0.
Because of the properties of the gap functions one can then reformulate
Ž .problem 1.1 as the constrained minimization problem
min h x , x* x* g Tx and x g F s 0, 1.2Ž . Ž . 4K
and apply, for instance, a feasible descent method to solve this minimiza-
tion problem. There are many choices for a merit function. See Luo and
w x w xTseng 17 for complementarity problems, Fukushima 9 for a regularized
w xfunction of variational inequalities, and Fukushima and Pang 10 for a
D-gap function of variational inequalities.
2. GAP FUNCTIONS FOR QUASIVARIATIONAL
INEQUALITIES
It is obvious to choose
² :h x , x* s sup y x*, z y x , x* g Tx , 2.1Ž . Ž .
Ž .zgK x
as a natural gap function solution of the quasivariational inequality prob-
Ž .lem 1.1 ; compare for variational inequalities and complementarity prob-
w x w x w xlems Auslender 1 , Hearn 13 , and Shi 23 .
Ž .The function h x, ? is convex and closed for every fixed x g X as a
supremum of a family of affine functions. On the other hand, the function
Ž .h ?, x* is concave because of the convexity of the multifunction K for
every fixed x* g X*, as one can see immediately in the following. For
w xt g 0, 1 , ;w g K y I x , i s 1, 2,Ž . Ž .i i
where I is the identity in the Hilbert space X and
t K y I x q 1 y t K y I x ; K y I tx q 1 y t x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
it follows that
² :h tx q 1 y t x , x* s sup y x*, wŽ .Ž .1 2
Ž .Ž Ž . .wg KyI tx q 1yt x1 2
² :G y x*, tw q 1 y t w ,Ž .1 2
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and therefore
h tx q 1 y t x , x* G th x , x* q 1 y t h x , x* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .The merit function h 2.1 is generally a nonsmooth function and possesses
further the required property
h x , x* G 0 ; x g F , x* g T x , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .K
and the following equivalence is true.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. The set of solutions of 1.1 is exactly the set of solutions of
the equation with the associated gap function, i.e.,
x g K x with x* g TxŽ . 5² :satisfies x*, z y x G 0 ;z g K xŽ .
x g K x satisfies h x , x* s 0Ž . Ž .m 2.3Ž .½ and x* g Tx .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1.1 implies 0 G h x, x* and we have h x, x* G 0 by 2.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .From h x, x* s 0 with x g K x and x* g Tx we infer immediately 1.1 .
w xIn an analogous way to Fukushima 9 for variational inequalities we
define a regularized gap function of the quasivariational inequality prob-
Ž .lem 1.1 with the parameter a ) 0 by
1 2² : 5 5h x , x* s sup ya x*, zyx y zyx x*gX*, xgX .Ž .a 2Ž .zgK x
2.4Ž .
This gap function for the quasivariational inequality represents a first
Ž .regularization of the original gap function 1.1 . As one can easily see, the
Ž .gap function 2.4 is convex and everywhere partially Frechet differentiableÂ
with respect to the variable x* g X* for every x g X, whereas the
Ž .function h ?, x* is generally nonsmooth. We summarize the properties ofa
this gap function in the rest of the paper.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Assume H and a ) 0. Then
Ž .i
2a 1 22 y15 5h x , x* s x* # y I y P yaL x* ,Ž . Ž .Ža ŽKyI .Ž x .2 2
x g X , x* g X*. 2.5Ž .
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Ž Ž .Here, P ? is the projection in X onto the con¤ex and closed setŽKyI .Ž x .
Ž .Ž . .K y I x .
Ž . Ž .ii The gap function h x, ? is e¤erywhere partially continuouslya
Frechet differentiable in respect to x* g X* for each x g X with the FrechetÂ Â
deri¤ati¤e
› ha y1s yaP yaL x* .Ž .ŽKyI .Ž x .› x*
Ž .iii
h x , x* G 0 ; x g F , x* g Tx .Ž .a K
Ž .iv
x g K x , x* g Tx :Ž .4h x , x* s 0, x g F , x* g Tx mŽ .a K ½ ² :x*, z y x G 0 ;z g K x .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The assertions i ] iii and iv ``¥'' are easy to prove. For the
Ž .convenience of the reader we prove iv ``« ''; compare also the attached
w xproof of Fukushima 9 for the gap function of a variational inequality.
Ž . Ž .From h x, x* s 0 for x g K x and x* g Tx we obtaina
1 2² : 5 50 G ya x*, z y x y z y x ;z g K x ,Ž .
2
Ž . Ž x Ž .and from that with z s t¤ q 1 y t x, ; t g 0, 1 and ;¤ g K x
t 2 2² : 5 50 G ya t x*, ¤ y x y ¤ y x .
2
If we divide the last inequality by t ) 0 and let t go to zero, then we get
² :x g K x , x* g Tx : x*, ¤ y x G 0 ;¤ g K x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider a simple example of the gap function h ?, x*a
that is not differentiable. Put as a quasivariational inequality problem
find x g K x with y g Tx and y z y x G 0 ;z g K x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
We define a convex and closed multifunction K : R § R by
< < < <xK x s ygR: k x , y [ x q y y 1 F 0 s y‘, 1 y x , x g R. 4Ž . Ž . Ž
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1Ž xThe multifunction possesses the fixed point set F s y‘, and for theK 2
gap function we get
1 2 < <y for yy F 1 y x y x2
h x , y s .Ž .1 21 12½ < < < <y y x q x y y y 1 for 1 y x y x - yyŽ .2 2
Ž .This function is not differentiable, for example, at the point 0, y2 , for
the right-side and left-side derivatives with respect to the variable x, one
gets:
› h › h1 1q0, y2 s y2 and y0, y2 s 0.Ž . Ž .
› x › x
Ž .In many important application K x has the form
K x s g x q K , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
with a mapping g : X “ X and a convex and closed set K ; X. Then the
Ž . Ž .multifunction K x s g x q K is not necessarily convex because the
operator g can be nonlinear. In this case we have the following known
result, which follows directly from the definition of the projection.
Žw x. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1 19 . If K x is of the type 2.6 , then for any x, y g X
P y s g x q P y y g x . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K Ž x . K
Assume additionally that the mapping g is Frechet differentiable andÂ
Ž . Ž .consider 2.7 , then we obtain from 2.5
2a 1 22 y15 5h x , x* s x* # y I y P x y g x y aL x*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a K2 2
x g X , x* g Tx . 2.8Ž .
The gap function h is in this case everywhere Frechet differentiable andÂa
its Frechet derivative isÂ
g 9* x y I L I y P x y g x y aLy1 x*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .KXh x , x* s . 2.9Ž . Ž .a y1ž /a x y g x y P x y g x y aL x*Ž . Ž .Ž .K
Ž .In this case the gap function 2.8 is in fact completely regularized and is
also used for the investigation of quasivariational inequalities; see for
w x w x w x w xexample Noor 19, 20 , Ding 8 , Siddiqi and Ansari 24 , and Dietrich 6 .
In the following we investigate further the general case of an arbitrary
convex and closed multifunction K : X § X. One can see from Theorem
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2.2, in the remainder of the paper, that the gap function is a d.c. function,
i.e., a difference of two convex functions.
Define the function F : X = X “ R byK
1 1 225 5F x , y s min y y z s y y P y . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .K K Ž x .2 2Ž .zgK x
Ž .This function is, as the essential part of the gap function 2.5 , a generally
Ž .nonsmooth function. More precisely, F x, ? is everywhere Frechet dif-ÂK
Ž .ferentiable for fixed x g X and F ?, y is in general nonsmooth for fixedK
y g X ; compare Theorem 2.2.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose H ; then
Ž .i the function F is a con¤ex and continuous function and satisfiesK
F tx q 1 y t x , ty q 1 y t yŽ . Ž .Ž .K 1 2 1 2
F tF x , y q 1 y t F x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .K 1 1 K 2 2
t 2
y 1 y t y y P y y y y P y 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 K Ž x . 1 2 K Ž x . 21 22
w xfor all t g 0, 1 , y , y g X and x , x g X ;1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii if x*, y* g › F x, y is fulfilled, thenK
² : ² :F j , h y F x , y G x*, j y x q y*, h y yŽ . Ž .K K
1 2
q h y P h y y y P yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .K Ž j . K Ž x .2
2.12Ž .
Ž .for all j g X, h g X and y* s L y y P y .K Ž x .
Proof. Since K is a convex multifunction we may infer
tK x q 1 y t K x ; K tx q 1 y t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
w xfor all t g 0, 1 and x , x g X. Consequently we can put z s tz q1 2 1
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .1 y t z g K tx q 1 y t x with z g K x , i s 1, 2. We obtain2 1 2 i i
F tx q 1 y t x , ty q 1 y t yŽ . Ž .Ž .K 1 2 1 2
1 2F t y y z q 1 y t y y zŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 22
t 1 y t2 25 5 5 5F y y z q y y z1 1 2 22 2
t 2y 1 y t y y z y y y z .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 22
Ž .In the last inequality we set z s P , i s 1, 2, then we obtain 2.11 .i K Ž x .i
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Ž . Ž .To prove 2.12 , we put in 2.11 x s j , y s h, x s x, y s y and1 1 2 2
have
F x q t j y x , y q t h y yŽ . Ž .Ž .K
F tF j , h q 1 y t F x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .k K
t 2
y 1 y t h y P h y y y P y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K Ž j . K Ž x .2
F
X x , y ; j y x , h y y F F j , h y F x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .K K K
1 2
y h y P h y y y P y .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K Ž j . K Ž x .2
X Ž .Here F is the directional derivative of F . If x*, y* is a subgradient ofK K
Ž .F at x, y , thenK
² : ² :F j , h y F x , y G x*, j y x q y*, h y yŽ . Ž .K K
1 2
q h y P h y y y P y ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K Ž j . K Ž x .2
Ž . Ž .thus 2.12 is true and y* s L y y P y because of the Frechet differ-ÂK Ž x .
Ž .entiability of F x, ? .K
Ž .Remark 2.1. The gap function 2.4 possesses the representation
a 2 2 y15 5h x , x* s x* # y F x , yaL x* ; 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž .a ŽKyI .2
Ž . Ž .compare 2.5 . h ?, x* is a nonsmooth and concave function on X fora
Ž .every fixed x* g X* and h x, ? is a smooth and convex function on X*a
for every fixed x g X ; see Theorem 2.2.
3. APPLICATION OF THE DUALITY THEORY OF
TOLAND AND SINGER
Ž .Solving the quasivariational inequality problem 1.1 is equivalent to
solving the global minimization problem
min h x , x* s 0 3.1Ž . Ž .a
x*gTx , xgFK
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with the gap function h . This is a nonsmooth, nonconvex, and constraineda
minimization problem. The nature of the nonconvexity of the problem
Ž .3.1 is essentially determined by the set-valued operator T.
Ž .We can 3.1 interpret as a d.c. minimization after the statements above,
if T : X “ X* is a linear and continuous or affine operator or T : X § X*
is more generally a convex multifunction. For minimization problems of a
d.c. function one may conduct a regularization by means of Toland's and
Ž w x w x.Singer's duality theory Toland 26 , Singer 25 . If the d.c. function is
Ž .representable by a suitable difference of two strongly at least uniformly
Ž .convex functions this is always possible , then the attached conjugate
function are Frechet differentiable such that the dual problem is a smoothÂ
w xd.c. minimization problem on the whole space; see Zalinescu 28 . TheÆ
problem is just the possibility of the exact calculation of the associated
conjugate functions.
Now let T : X § X* be a convex and closed multifunction. Consider
Ž . Ž .besides T : X § X* the multifunction T : F § X* with T x s T xF K FK K
; x g F . Then T is also a convex and closed multifunction because FK F KK
 4is convex and closed. Introduce the functions f : X = Y * “ R j q‘ and
g : X = X* “ R by
1 1 q a 22 25 5 5 5f x , x* s x q x* # q d x , x* 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Graph TFK2 2
and
1 2 1 2 y15 5 5 5g x , x* s x q x* # q F x , yaL x* 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽKyI .2 2
with the domains dom f s Graph T and dom g s X = X*. Both func-FK
tions are strongly convex on X = X*, f is a closed function and g a
continuous function, and
h x , x* s f x , x* y g x , x* ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž . Ž .with the convention q‘ y q‘ s q‘}compare Hiriart-Urruty
w x Ž .14 }such that 3.1 is equivalent to
min f x , x* y g x , x* . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
x*, x
LEMMA 3.1. Let T : X § X* be a con¤ex and closed multifunction. Then
Ž .the conjugate function to f 3.2 is
1 12 25 5 5 5f * y*, y s y q y* #Ž . 2 22 1 q aŽ .
21 L y
y1y I y P L y*, 3.5Ž .Ž .Graph T 2F ž /K2 1 q a 1
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with dom f * s X* = X and
2 2 225 5 5 5a, b* [ a q 1 q a b* # ;a g X , b* g X*.Ž . Ž .1
The conjugate function f * is e¤erywhere continuously Frechet differentiableÂ
with the deri¤ati¤e
L y
y1f *9 y*, y s P L y*, . 3.6Ž . Ž .Graph T 2F ž /K 1 q a
Proof. By definition, we have
21 1 q a2 2² : ² : 5 5 5 5f * y*, y s sup x*, y q y*, x y x y x* #Ž .
2 2xgF , x*gTxK
and further,
1 12 25 5 5 5f * y*, y s y q y* #Ž . 2 22 1 q aŽ .
21 L y
y1y inf x , x* y L y*, ,Ž . 2ž /2 1 q aŽ .x , x* gGraph T 1FK
Ž . Ž .therefore 3.5 and immediately 3.6 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. For the conjugate function of g 3.3 one gets
22 21 1 1 y15 5 5 5g* y*, y s y q y* # y I y P L y*, ya yŽ . Ž .Ž .GraphŽKyI .2 2 2 2
3.7Ž .
with
12 2 25 5 5 5a, b [ a q b ;a, b g X ,Ž . 2 21 q a
where dom g* s X = X* and g* is also e¤erywhere continuously FrechetÂ
differentiable with the deri¤ati¤e
0 yI
y1L y aLg*9 y*, y s q P L y*, ya y . 3.8Ž . Ž .Ž .GraphŽKyI . 0  02 21 q a 1 q a
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Proof. We determine the conjugate function and get
1 2² : ² : 5 5g* y*, y s sup x*, y q y*, x y xŽ .
2x*gX *
Ž . Ž .x , w gGraph KyI
1 12 2y15 5 5 5y x* # y w q aL x* ;
2 2
further
1 12 25 5 5 5g* y*, y s y q y* #Ž .
2 2
2
y1L y*x1 w ya yy inf y .
2 Ž . Ž .x , w gGraph KyI 2 0' 2 0'1 q a 1 q a
If we use the above new definition of the norm on the product space, we
Ž . Ž .obtain the equation 3.7 and, therefore, 3.8 .
 4We recall that for proper functions F, G: X “ R j q‘ with G s G**,
by Toland's and Singer's duality theory, the formula
inf F x y G x s inf G* x* y F* x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
xgX x*gX *
w xis valid with the convention ‘ y ‘ s q‘; see Toland 27 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose H ; then
w xinf h x , x* s inf g* y f * 3.9Ž . Ž .a
Ž .xgF , x*gTx y , y* gX=X *K
with
2a 1 22 y15 5g* y f * s y y I y P L y*, ya yŽ .Ž .GraphŽKyI .2 222 1 q aŽ .
21 L y
y1q I y P L y*, .Ž .Graph T 2F ž /K2 1 q a 1
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Further, we conclude
Ž . Ž . Ž .i if x, x* with x g K x and x* g Tx is a solution of the quasi¤ari-
Ž .ational inequality problem 1.1 , then
w xmin h x , x* s h x , x* s min g* y f *Ž . Ž .a a
Graph T y*, yFK
s g* y*, y y f * y*, y s 0 3.10Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and y*, y sol¤es the dual problem pro¤ided that y*, y g › g x, x* ;
Ž . Ž .ii if y*, y is a solution of the dual problem
w xmin g* y f * s g* y* y y f * y*, y s 0,Ž . Ž .
y*, y
Ž . Ž . Ž .then the equality 3.10 is true and x, x* s f *9 y*, y sol¤es the quasi¤aria-
Ž .tional inequality 1.1 .
Proof. From the application of Toland and Singer's duality theory and
by the consideration of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, it follows immediately
Ž . Ž . w xthe duality relation 3.9 . From the assertion i one obtains from 27
Theorem 2.3.
Ž . Ž .Finally, we prove ii . If y*, y is a solution of the dual problem, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we denote with x, x* s f *9 y*, y , see 3.6 , and we have by 3.9
inf h x , x* s g* y*, y y f * y*, y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž .x , x* gGraph TFK
Since
g* y*, y y f * y*, y G g* y*, y y f * y*, yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all y*, y g X* = X, it follows x, x* g › g* y*, y . Hence
f x , x* y g x , x* s g* y*, y y f * y*, y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and therefore x, x* is a solution of 1.1 by Theorem 2.2 iii and iv .
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider Example 2.1 for the special case
< <xfind x g K x s y‘, 1 y xŽ . Ž
such that x y 2 z y x G 0 ;z g K x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž xHere the fixed point set of the convex multifunction K is F s y‘, ,K 2
the operator Tx s x y 2, and the unique solution of the quasivariational
1 3inequality problem is x s with x* s Tx s y . We define the functions2 2
Ž .a [ 1




G z , y [ I y P z , .Ž . Ž .Graph T ž /FK2 2 1
Then we obtain the representations
¡  40 for z F 0 n y y F 1 k
 4z ) 0 n y y F y2 z q 1
21 y q 1 for z F 0 n y y ) 1Ž .4~F z , y sŽ . 21 12z q y q 1 for z ) 0 n y y G z q 1Ž .2 4
21 2 z y y y 1 for z ) 0 n y y - z q 1 n y y )Ž .12¢ y2 z q 1
and
1¡0 for z F n y s 2 z y 42
2 21 1 1 5~ z y q y q 3 for y G yz yG z , y s Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 4 2
21 5¢ 2 z y y y 4 for y / 2 z y 4 n y - yz y .Ž .12 2
Ž .One can easily observe that the associated function g 3.3 is differentiable
1 y3 1 y3 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .at the point x, x* s , with the derivative g 9 , s , y3 . By2 2 2 2 2
7Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1 i y*, y s , y3 is the solution of the dual problem by2
Toland and Singer. The dual cost function we denote with C [ g* y f *
and obtain for it
1 2C z , y s y y F z , y q G z , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .4
72Ž . Ž . Ž .C z, y G 0 ; z, y g R and C , y3 s 0. The dual gap function C is2
everywhere differentiable and nonnegative function.
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